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Introduction by Clifford 
 
I was not someone who was gifted with women. In fact, 
every problem that guys have with women, I have had to 
one extent or another. I was shy and introverted, a late 
bloomer, overweight, felt like I was unattractive, had a 
monotone voice, low energy, negative attitude, nothing to 
say, approach anxiety—you name it. 
  
I can't say that I've solved all my issues, but I have made 
dramatic progress and continue to see myself improving. 
Most of the issues were dealt with or overcome the hard 
way. I had laser surgery for my eyes. I struggled with my 
weight and tried many things before finally getting it to a 
more or less normal level. I forced myself to approach 
repeatedly, studied many different gurus relentlessly, and 
have probably been to more seminars, workshops and boot 
camps than anyone else out there. 
  
I really didn't have my first girlfriend until I was about 20. I 
met her at a family event. She was very shy and kept 
looking down, and I nearly mistook that for her not being 
interested. Fortunately I pushed through that, and ended up 
dating her for two six-month periods. She had a family 
condition where the women needed to have their hymens 
broken surgically so, try as we might, I was never able to 
break through. 
  
I lost my virginity in a very PUA manner: I picked up a girl 
downtown in a public square. I saw her only a few times. 
Despite being younger than me, she believed that a woman 
needed to do her best to satisfy her man. She gave me quite 
a first experience. 
  
Probably the first "natural" seducer I met was "Claude." 
Claude lived (and probably still lives) a life out of an adult 
movie. I learned the most about women from him, and I 
credit him with waking me up, and making me lose my 
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naiveté at a crucial time in my life. 
  
I met him at a hamburger joint where cars park around the 
big circular structure and you either stand in line waiting to 
be served, or waitresses in roller skates come to your car 
and serve you. 
  
Claude was dynamic, original, and funny. Just watching 
television with him was like being at a party. He was always 
joking around, prodding you to do things and coming up 
with stuff to do. 
  
But he was a psychopath. He literally lived from minute to 
minute. He didn't keep food in his fridge; he would go to a 
restaurant or supermarket for pretty much every meal. 
There was no long term planning in his life. He lived off what 
he could make scamming, or off women. 
  
He had at least one woman I knew of—the separated wife of 
a guy he knew socially. He would go to her house (which 
was actually her husband's house, before he lost it in the 
divorce) and do her. While there wasn't a direct charge for 
his services, she would ask him if he needed money, and he 
would always get $60 to $100 from her—her husband's 
money.  
  
That was actually one of the things about him that appealed 
to women. When he approached them, he was more 
interested in what he could get out of them materially than 
sexually. I was sure that they picked up on this fact, and 
that made him different from other guys. He was not 
primarily motivated by sex. 
  
Claude's sense of humour was one of his biggest assets in 
getting women. That, and he was totally confident in his 
abilities. I once asked him if he felt that he could always go 
home with someone when he went to a bar, and he told me 
that he just knew that he could. I have seen him get away 
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with things that I never would have believed if someone had 
told me. 
  
He got a big charge out of getting away with things. He 
couldn't believe that people would let him do the things he 
did. We would do things which reflected his interest in 
seeing just how much he could get away with. Pretty much 
every night, he and I would go to a different health club, 
and we would just walk in like we owned the joint, we never 
paid, just walked in, did our workout, and left as if we were 
lifelong members. We never got caught. And it just goes to 
show you that if you do something with enough authority, 
you'll get away with it. 
  
I used to watch these episodes in amazement. He had a 
unique style that just appealed to women's imaginations. I 
remember he called up this really gorgeous girl that we had 
met probably a year earlier. He hadn't talked with her in all 
that time. He got her on the phone and started telling her 
that he had this new car, and wouldn't she like to be driving 
in it with him, with everyone looking at them because they 
would both be so good looking together? She ate it up and 
was ready and willing to see him. 
  
He had interesting techniques in bars. He was always 
nonchalant, as if nothing was planned. He would squeeze in 
between a guy and a girl who were talking in a crowded 
place at the bar, apparently to order a drink from the 
bartender. But then he would turn to face the girl, cutting off 
the guy, and start talking to her! While I am sure he must 
have had problems doing things like that, in all the time I 
knew him I can only remember one time where something 
happened and he got caught (and he really didn't get more 
than a slap on the wrist). 
  
He used to like doing magic tricks in bars, and met tons of 
women with card tricks and small coin stunts. I have seen 
him take home two women at once on more than one 
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occasion, and he told me that he usually would hook up with 
two women every month or so (new recruits, not repeats.). 
  
I used to think that his success was from his being so much 
better looking than I was, but now I think that it was his 
personality. He was a Jekyll and Hyde, though. He could be 
absolutely ruthless. He could not hold a job for long, 
although he did do stints in shoe stores, clothing stores, and 
so on. When asked what he did, he would say that he had 
his own business. When asked what it was, he would 
answer, "None of yours!" 
  
He would change his wardrobe each season, usually by 
going into a clothing store and seducing the woman who 
worked there. She would tell him when to come back when 
she was watching the store alone. She would give him an 
empty bag, and he would take what he liked into the 
changing room, fill the bag, and leave. 
  
I made it clear to him that I didn't like that, and that I 
wanted nothing to do with this type of behaviour, so usually 
he didn't do this in front of me. But he ended up stealing 
from me, and that's how we stopped being friends. 
  
When that happened, I fell into a depression for about a 
year, but came out of it stronger and much wiser for the 
experience. I saw after that he had a pattern of latching 
onto guys who were not as socially adept as he was, who 
had things he wanted or could use, and he just kept doing 
what he was doing. 
  
Last I heard, he was in Boca Raton, married to some woman 
and waiting for the two year waiting period to be over so he 
could get his Green Card. 
  
Claude was the first one who taught me how to talk to 
women, how to develop a certain intimacy with them. I don't 
look at approaching women as being very scary anymore, 
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although when I was younger, it was definitely an unnerving 
prospect to walk up to some very attractive girl and start 
talking with her. Today it's not the big deal it used to be. But 
it was a process more than a specific thing that just 
happened at one time. And I owe a lot of that to Claude. 
Yes, he did things that I didn't like, but there was a lot of 
stuff I knew I could learn from, so I would discard what I 
didn't like, and pay attention to what I thought was useful. 
  
I was always fascinated by the idea of meeting women and 
becoming successful with them. It seemed like an 
insurmountable problem, something that I didn't know if I 
would ever solve. Long before the popularity of the Internet, 
I would look for books anywhere that dealt with picking up 
women and related subjects. I have a pretty unique 
collection of these books, many of which were under very 
limited release when they were put out, and many that were 
ordered out of men's magazines through the mail—things 
like Eric Weber's book, which suggested going around and 
asking women surveys, and stuff like that. There was 
nothing very sophisticated about it, the bottom line was 
mostly just go up and talk to women. 
  
So I have always been interested in this since I was very 
young. I got involved in the community when I heard some 
talk on the radio about how Ross Jeffries was on the Phil 
Donahue Show. I missed the program, but I called up the 
Phil Donahue Show and they gave me Ross's phone number. 
I called and ordered his first book and ended up visiting him 
in Los Angeles. I was in touch with him for awhile, but got 
into a relationship and lost contact for a few years. 
  
After that ended, someone mentioned Ross's name and I got 
back in touch with him, but by then much had developed. I 
ordered his Advanced Masters Program and went to Maui for 
his SpeedLife Seminar. After that, I got on the Speed 
Seduction list. This was really early in the evolution of the 
net, and there really was very little else out there. It was 
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really the only active discussion group and it was the big 
thing. Speed Seduction was the most advanced and 
interesting pickup material available at the time. 
  
Cliff's List began when I posted a few emails to the Speed 
Seduction list offering some of my ideas, and got a slap on 
the wrist because "seduction in general" was off topic. The 
discussion really had to be about the NLP-type technology 
that is behind Speed Seduction. 
  
So I decided to send out my own email—basically just a 
couple of my own little ideas and tips and suggestions. 
Unexpectedly, I got comments back, so then I sent the 
comments out. I didn't expect to send out more than maybe 
2 or 3 of these emails, and then I probably would have 
dropped it. But I started receiving so many comments, and 
then people started sending in their own field reports, tips, 
strategies, all kinds of different things. I sent those out and 
it sort of snowballed, and the next thing you know I had a 
regular email list going out. 
  
It's probably been about 12 years that I've been doing this 
list. I've really done it in between my regular work. I would 
receive emails and I would just put things together while I 
was working, a few minutes here and a few minutes there, 
and it became a kind of hobby for me. 
  
Over the years it developed into a pretty huge thing, which I 
didn't really expect. I had done it primarily for my own 
amusement, and as a means of staying in touch with a lot of 
people. It's always been a fun thing for me, something that I 
see the financial possibilities of, but which I have never done 
only for money. 
  
There is a general perception of pickup artists and the 
seduction community that they are somehow sleazy and 
unsavoury. I've always tried to retain an element of class 
with my list. My focus is to help you become more successful 
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with women. That means I try to help you with whatever 
you deem to be your measure of success. Is it finding that 
one special girl and get married? Or is it finding eight girls 
that you can live with like Hugh Hefner? That's completely 
your decision, completely up to you. My goal has always 
been to pass along information from the real world, stuff 
that actually works, rather than your mainstream dating 
advice which tells you to be more understanding, more 
supportive, and all this stuff which is completely ineffective. 
  
Cliff's List has a lot of interesting bits of history. Probably 
the most famous is the fact that Eben Pagan, writing under 
the name Sisonpyh, made a long post of things he had 
learned about dealing with women from a variety of sources, 
including some from on my list. That post was so well 
received that he expanded it and turned it into the David 
DeAngelo eBook, Double Your Dating. So I am glad to have 
had a role in bringing that about. 
  
Other notable posts included one by Rick H. describing how 
he used Speed Seduction to get 5 women in bed at the same 
time. Ross Jeffries liked this post so much it was featured on 
his website for a long time. 
  
I've also had the good fortune to conduct a number of 
memorable interviews with dating experts which I posted to 
the list. I think they've all had their own special moments, 
but my personal favourites are the Brian and Doc interviews. 
I know that I really delved persistently into their styles, and 
in particular, into the transformation they underwent from 
unsuccessful to successful. I felt that the advice that came 
out is detailed and practical, and was very satisfying to me 
in its completeness. 
  
These interviews are available free in the archives on the 
site. The Cliff's List archives are probably one of (if not the) 
best free resources of information in the seduction 
community. There's a massive amount of information in 
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there, and some truly amazing, incredible posts on every 
related topic. In my mind, this is the collective wisdom of 
men trying to help each other become more successful with 
women in a realistic way. These are real world success 
stories, things that are actually working. 
  
I've been privileged, over the years, not just to provide the 
community with wisdom from the masters of seduction, but 
to watch the transformation of many guys frustrated by 
social ineptitude and fear into men of incredible skill. Again 
and again, I have learned that the greatest obstacle that 
stops the average guy from having success with women is 
his insecurity and fear. 
  
Women probably find it hard to believe that men have these 
insecurities and fears. And men, for their part, are often 
surprised when I tell them that if they walk past a girl, and 
they don't try to pick her up or even talk to her, many 
automatically assume that you don't like her. Guys find that 
hard to believe, but it really is the truth. 
  
The reality is that not only do most guys have a lot of 
hesitation about approaching women, but even if they do 
approach, breaking the personal barrier is an even bigger 
obstacle. They might say something to a girl, anything from 
"Hi" to "Do you have the time? " or even one of these 
indirect routines where they tell a story or something, but 
breaking that barrier into something personal is a major 
step, and one that most of them can't handle. 
  
But the truth is that this is what women want to hear from 
you—of course, delivered in a comfortable manner, a 
manner that shows that you're someone they should get to 
know better. 
  
It's largely how you come across on a subconscious level. 
When you go up to a woman and you're very sure of 
yourself, she senses it. Much of it is just getting your own 
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act together, and for me, it has been a question of gaining 
experience. I've had to do a lot of work on my own thinking. 
  
I remember when I was much younger, my late teens, I 
used to be very anxious, particularly when things seemed to 
be going slowly. After a long struggle, I managed to beat 
that out of myself, and now I no longer have that anxiety. I 
know that I've seen that same anxiety in a lot of guys, and 
paradoxically, I'm not sure it's entirely a bad thing. In some 
ways, that anxiousness can translate into passion, whereas I 
think that I myself can come across as a little too sedate 
sometimes. That's a part of the result of having learned to 
calm myself down. 
  
I remember spending a lot of time lying in my bed just 
telling myself to calm down and relax. I did a lot of self-
hypnosis, too, and a lot of affirmations—again, it was a long 
process. One day, I literally woke up and noticed, "Hey, I'm 
not anxious with myself anymore. I'm pretty comfortable to 
be doing nothing, if it happens that way." 
  
So getting rid of that anxiety was a big piece of my 
development. Getting my confidence to the level it is today 
was another big piece. It's not fun to walk around in fear of 
people you haven't even met yet. To face that fear and 
conquer it, I forced myself into cold approach after cold 
approach. I spent a good part of several summers walking 
up to women on the streets, in coffee shops, in bookstores, 
anywhere. 
  
Over the years, my personal confidence grew dramatically. I 
remember a comment from someone I periodically do 
business with. He hadn't seen me a year and a half, and he 
remarked how I had changed drastically since the last time 
he'd seen me. I had become a lot more sure of myself…and 
this is already quite a few years ago. 
  
The more my own personal confidence grew, the more 
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women would respond without much of an effort on my part. 
It's as if they sensed it. Just like an animal smells blood, I 
find women sense when a guy has his act together. It 
reached the point where I really didn't have any have any 
hesitation to approach women anywhere, at any time 
(although I still tend to avoid groups. I know there are a lot 
of guys out there with theories about that, but I tend to stay 
away from it. I approach women alone, or in twos or threes, 
but it's not really my scene yet - or at least often - to be the 
entertainer of large crowds). 
  
So overall, it's really my confidence that has made the 
difference. I remember when I was younger, I could walk up 
to women and they would have no interest. They just went 
cold, immediately. That rarely happens today. It's partly 
because I walk up in a more controlled fashion. I'm not 
going to do something awkward, or on one foot. I know that 
I am more solid in the way I approach them. I don't really 
have long routines I like to run on them. I used to do that, 
but I remember on one occasion being told I sounded like "a 
Calgon commercial." That put a damper on my use of 
routines. 
  
I have had a lot more failures than successful approaches, 
but it's been a lot more consistent for the last few years. I 
find that they respond much more positively, and it has 
nothing to do with the specifics of what I'm saying. I just 
feel that it's that they can sense something about me. 
  
In an email I sent out some time ago, there's a great post 
by this guy Richie. Richie tells the story about how he meets 
a girl, and every step of the way she tells him, "You're not 
coming over to my place, you're not coming inside, no, no, 
no, no, no," and he just sort of says, "Okay, that's fine," and 
the next thing you know, he's slept with her that same 
night. She offered him nothing but resistance, and he just 
very gently walked past it. And I think we have a lot of 
these kind of challenges to deal with when it comes to 
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women, because this kind of thing is so counter-intuitive. In 
reality, she was very much into him, but this is the way that 
women react. In order to deal with this kind of behaviour, 
you've got to change your whole way of thinking. 
  
It should be a lesson to you that all of your insecurities are 
not real. They are only constructs in your own head. Now, 
it's one thing to realize this intellectually. It's quite another 
to feel it, and to act accordingly. For most people, including 
myself, it's a lifelong struggle to overcome those hesitations 
and those self-doubts and those "does she like me" 
thoughts. This is really the wrong way to think about things. 
She doesn't know you from a piece of paper on the floor. If 
you go up to her and just assume she's going to like you, 
she will. 
  
One thing I used to use a lot is what I call my default 
opener. When I couldn't think of anything to say, I'd go up 
to a girl and say "Hey, aren't you…" and I'd just sort of look 
at her and walk around her and say, "You know, you look 
just like…aren't you…you know... you look exactly like..." 
and I'll just go on and on so she's hanging there waiting for 
me to get to the point, and I'll finally say, "You know what? 
You look just like someone I should meet." 
  
What I've learned from experience is that right away after 
that I've got to say "Hi, my name's Clifford," and I stick my 
hand out to shake, because I find that 25% of the time, if I 
haven't distracted her from the fact that it's a line, she'll just 
leave. But a good 50% are very receptive to it. A lot of them 
think it's a fantastic opening line. The ones that were going 
to respond negatively can sometimes be sidestepped by 
immediately moving to introducing yourself. 
  
Another thing that I found that works very well is cold 
reading. "Cold reading" is when you look somebody right in 
their eyes, and you just get a feeling about them. For 
example, have you ever seen a guy walk by, and you just 
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get a flash in your head that he's gay? That's really just 
keying into those little thoughts that pop into your head, and 
then opening your mouth and saying them. 
  
And I find that really connects you with people. It's very 
effective at getting them into conversation. I will just start 
describing to them whatever it is my intuition tells me about 
them at that moment. It depends on the situation, really. I 
might go as far as to say, "You look like you've been hurt by 
someone recently." But it's always very down to earth and 
very sincere, just me reading my intuition. It's something 
that takes time to develop, because you're not always right 
when you do those things. 
  
I rely a lot on my intuition. I think the only time I hesitate in 
an approach is when my intuition tells me this is not a good 
situation for one reason or another. And then, for example, 
the boyfriend will show up two minutes later. But sometimes 
it works the other way. At a restaurant once I went up to 
this extremely attractive hostess—I had been joking with her 
a little bit before—and as we were leaving I went up to her 
and said "Hey, I want to ask you—are you single?" And she 
said "No, I have a boyfriend." And I looked at her, and my 
intuition struck me and told me to say, "Does it matter?" 
And she goes, "I don't know." And of course that means 
"No." 
  
Now, that's not my usual response when they say they have 
a boyfriend. You are better off not going there because the 
reality of boyfriends is that a strong percentage of the time 
those relationships are extremely rocky. They're on, they're 
off, they're up, they're down, so even if she has a boyfriend 
(and most attractive women have got a guy who's taking 
care of their needs somewhere) it's only a question of 
whether or not she is going to open the door to you. A lot of 
times that's just a matter of you showing that you're a 
strong enough man. Once you've established that, she will 
be attracted, and she will put the boyfriend aside. A lot of 
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women are in relationships looking to upgrade. You never 
know what's going on with somebody. She may have a 
boyfriend today, and that night they have a huge fight with 
him. 
  
When Jerry Seinfeld met his wife, she was on her 
honeymoon. Now they're married and they have two or 
three kids together. If you've seen the great movie Wedding 
Crashers, Owen Wilson essentially steals his girl right at her 
wedding to another man. The truth is, when something is 
"meant to be"—words that women love to hear—you 
sometimes have to make it be. 
  
We all know that everybody wants what they can't have. It's 
very important just to give them a taste and make them 
come after the rest. Otherwise you're just like most of the 
other guys who approach them and say, "Oh, you're so nice, 
you're so beautiful," and do all these things that smack of 
begging. This is very boring for women. And that's 
understandable. 
  
It's an unfortunate ancient truth that a man marries a 
woman hoping that she won't change, and a woman marries 
a man figuring she's going to change him. Typically what 
happens is that once she's got you where she thinks she 
wants you, she loses interest. She needs another project. 
It's like she's finished her little sculpture, so she goes off 
looking for another one to do. It's the reality that men have 
to deal with. Women can say thinking like that is 
misogynistic, but when a guy comes up to them and he's 
just being a "nice guy," they have no interest. It bores them 
to tears. And it's not necessarily that they want a man to be 
bad, it's just that they want a man who is interesting and 
different. 
  
And even if you are interesting, you have to smart enough 
to sustain the interest. I learned this from my experience 
with phone game. It was Claude who really taught me how 
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to speak romantically to women. I used that knowledge to 
meet a lot of women on telephone chat lines where people 
call in and you send messages back and forth. You get on 
the line and connect live with other people, and I've met 
many women like that. I was able to get many of these 
women extremely worked up, extremely stimulated just 
from my conversations with them. 
  
When I did this in the beginning, sometimes the 
conversations degenerated into too much of a description of 
possible intimate activities between men and women. But I 
found that whenever it did degenerate into phone sex, the 
odds of actually meeting the women afterwards went down 
from 70-80% to maybe 5-6%. 
  
That's why I totally stopped fooling around with phone sex, 
which I actually found to get very boring after the first time 
you've done it with someone. It's not that they would get 
creeped out or anything, but it's like when you go up to an 
attractive woman and you let her know that you find her 
attractive, often that's all she really wanted from the 
situation. It terminates her interest. She's on to the next 
person she can get her cookie from.  
  
On the other hand, if you just dance along the line of it, 
keep her anticipation and her mind working, then she'll very 
possibly meet you, because she's very curious about you. 
Today what I'll do is build up anticipation and then say "Well 
I've got to go now." I'll get her worked up right to the edge 
where she thinks I'm going to say something extremely 
passionate and intimate, and I'll just take it away. 
  
So you see, it's not necessarily that you have to be a jerk, 
or treat women poorly. It's just a question of somehow or 
other keeping their interest level high.  
  
These guys who are rock stars and celebrities may get a lot 
of women, but many really don't know what they're doing. 
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That's why a lot of them just degenerate into drug addiction 
and other self-destructive behaviours. The fact that they can 
get women, whereas before they couldn't, doesn't 
necessarily solve the issue. They're usually left feeling that 
the girls don't really like them for who they are. She's just 
after him because he's famous, or he's got money, or 
whatever. They don't really trust those relationships. They 
don't feel comfortable in them. What's more, they couldn't 
recreate them if they lost all the fame and notoriety. 
  
Long before the community was around, my number one 
method of seducing women centered on letting women talk. 
Sometimes I would be out with a girl and she would start 
talking and just would not shut up. I always hear guys 
complaining about this, but it was the best thing that could 
possibly happen in my opinion. When she started talking, I 
just let her talk her little heart out, and as soon as she was 
tired, I reached over, pulled her head towards mine and 
started making out with her. It was almost a guaranteed 
thing. As soon as that little chattering stuff started, I knew I 
was in, because she was putting all this effort into me. The 
chatter was just her being nervous. I used to read stories 
about guys reporting how she wouldn't stop talking, how 
they couldn't direct the conversation where they wanted it to 
go, and how they didn't know what to do. I'm saying you 
don't have to do anything. She's doing all the work for you! 
It's been for me pretty much fail proof. 
  
That's why, in my experience, it's your own basic attitude 
that's the most important part of the date. If you're in an 
upbeat mood and you're just feeling good, and you're in the 
right zone, it really doesn't matter what you do. I end up 
doing fairly mundane things most of the time, just going for 
coffee or for drinks, or even taking them for dinner (though 
usually not on a first date.) 
  
But even just "hanging out" is a great idea. For example, I 
remember a very successful date I had where I told the girl I 
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had to go get some gas, so we went and got some gas, and 
then I told her I had to go buy a couple things, and she just 
went along for the ride. Whatever I did was fine. Dates like 
that let her see you in a more real light. You're just doing 
your normal routine, and she gets to see you like that 
whereas going out to dinner on your best behaviour is, for 
many, really not you being yourself.  
  
At the end of a date, if I didn't really know if it went well or 
not, I used to slide my index finger into her palm. Usually if 
she caresses it, if her hand is warm and she holds onto it, 
that's a very good sign. If she doesn't, if her hand is cold 
and clammy or she pulls it away quickly, I know where I 
stand. I found that to be a pretty reliable indicator. 
  
It seems a lot more suggestive than it does when you 
actually use it. I've described that to some women and they 
thought it was pretty overt, not very gentlemanly, too 
sexual, and so forth. But when I actually do it, it doesn't 
come across that way at all. It's really just sort of touching 
someone with your finger. 
  
A good percentage of the time, if a woman is interested in 
taking things to a more physical level, they drop you hints. 
It's mostly the subtle things they say that indicate they like 
you. You've got to remember that just the fact that she's 
spending time with you means she likes you. And you've got 
to assume that, also. When you go out with a woman, you 
don't really think about it. You aren't saying to yourself from 
one minute to the next, "I like her" then "I don't like her." 
You either like her or you don't like her, and that's it. And I 
know I shouldn't apply what men think to what women 
think, because they're totally different from us, but generally 
speaking, they either like you or they don't. If they're 
interested they're going to stick around, and if they're not, 
they'll be trying to get away. 
  
Usually I find that if she does like you, the conversation sort 
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of opens up and gets a little warmer, and she may drop a 
few hints and start telling you things about herself. You just 
have to pick up on those things. I think a lot of times we 
underestimate our success, and let opportunities pass by 
which we should just grab onto. 
  
Women are very subtle in what they do. Obviously there's a 
difference between ones who are flirting and teasing you, 
and ones who are genuinely trying to give you a sign that 
they like you. But their signs are a lot more subtle than the 
signs guys give. For instance, I remember one girl who 
ended up being my girlfriend for about eight months. The 
first time we kissed, she gave me that "triangular gaze" 
where she looked from one eye to the other, to the lips, 
then back to the eyes, and I just sort of knew that was the 
moment. So I stepped in there and started making out with 
her. 
  
If they're being too subtle and I want to gauge how I'm 
doing, sometimes I will throw out a little bait and then come 
back to it later. I'll start playing with her hair, and if she 
doesn't resist that, I'll know that I can move in later and 
usually get little or no resistance. I've found that to be very 
successful. Let her start thinking about it, rather than 
rushing in. You just play around with her a little, then back 
off. 
  
On the other hand, sometimes I'm direct. I remember one 
date I had where I thought I was getting the signs but I 
wasn't really sure. So I just asked her, "Do you want to kiss 
me?" And she said yes. But even then, I left it at that, and 
talked about everything else for probably another half an 
hour before actually kissing her. 
  
You see, you have to be the kind of man that they want to 
be tantalized by. I find it's a whole package in order to get 
physical with a woman. She has to like more than just the 
idea of being intimate with you physically. If you don't come 
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across the right way, she's not going to be interested, no 
matter what techniques you pull out of your hat. There's a 
wholeness to you that has to be part of the situation. 
  
In the end, no matter what method you use, it really is as 
simple as having the confidence to know she is going to 
want you. The more I've learned about what creates 
attraction, the more I've realized that it's just a matter of 
going up to her and being sure of yourself. If you act like 
you know she's attracted to you, she'll just go along for the 
ride. 
  
I don't usually endorse a particular method or philosophy 
over another, but instead, encourage men to find what 
works for them. It's funny, but for everything that some 
guys will tell you doesn't work, I've seen other guys use and 
make work. Things that experts will tell you not to do, other 
people know how to turn around and use in a manner that 
works for them. 
  
One of the things I live by is that what works for you may 
not work for me, and what works for me may not work for 
you. There's no reason for me to be in the way of something 
working for someone else just because I can't use it. There's 
a guy I know who will go up to women and say things like 
"Ah, you wouldn't want to go out with a guy like me." He's 
almost serious when he says it, but he's joking at the same 
time. Most of the experts would tell you not to put yourself 
down the way he does. He comes across as awkward in so 
many ways, when I listen to him sometimes I cringe. But 
this guy has probably been with more women than any two 
or three pick-up artists put together. 
  
The point is, every tool is potentially valuable to someone, 
so creating a resource of all methods and techniques that 
have been used successfully is one of the ideas behind Cliff's 
List. Again—it is, in many ways, the collective efforts of men 
putting their heads together to become more successful with 
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women. That has led me to try to find as many experts, as 
many guys who are tremendously skilled, as I could—even 
people who are not commercially involved in any way. I've 
sought them out pretty much from the beginning and tried 
to get them on my list. 
  
Because it grew into such a compendium of seduction 
knowledge, with so many fantastic contributors, the idea 
came up to have a convention where a variety of highly 
skilled people would present choice bits of their wisdom and 
experience. Basically, just like in my emails, each person 
would make their presentation, and then another would 
come up, and then another, and you would learn different 
things from different people. You could take whatever fits 
you and discard the rest, just as I think you should with 
everything. 
  
So this idea had been kicking around, and I just decided at 
one point that I was going to do it. I started sending out 
emails and making calls. I was fortunate, because there are 
a number of extremely skillful people here in Montreal that 
I'm aware of, and I got a lot of them on board fairly quickly. 
Then I concentrated on getting involvement from some of 
the other experts that I'd gotten to know over the years 
through my list, people like Mystery, Style, David De Angelo, 
David Shade, Tyler of Real Social Dynamics, Steve P, Zan, 
Brent…I basically tried to get as many experts up here as I 
could. And fortunately, a good number of them responded, 
and put on what I think was a spectacular event. 
  
I'm very pleased with the way it came out and the vibe that 
was created. There was a special camaraderie that resulted 
at both Conventions that was truly unique. 
  
I can't thank these guys enough for how much quality they 
put into their presentations. It just blew me away. It blew 
everybody away. I think you can see from the testimonials 
we received that people totally thought this was incredible. I 
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can't imagine it having been gone off better—the first really 
was a kind of legendary event where we had almost all the 
big names appearing, and where there was a great energy 
and rapport between everyone. 
  
So the next year, we did it again. The second event was a 
step above in many ways. We had a great turnout with 35 
guest speakers (the DVD product, which will be out soon 
after a very long delay, is over 40 hours on 16 disks) and it 
has given birth to a plethora of even greater ideas for the 
next one. 
  
The email list has changed over the years in many ways. I 
remember how, in the beginning, I would make multiple 
copies of each email and fill up the bcc slots with the 
subscriber email addresses. We moved from that to a 
mailing list system that I bought, and from that to a real 
system that we rent, and we will soon be moving that to our 
own system that we have under development.  
  
We recently moved most of the free promos onto the 
website. There are no paid ads on the site or in the emails, 
and there never have been—many of the promos are from 
sponsors who have no affiliate programs (and as such, we 
promote them completely for free) but affiliate sales are the 
only way that money comes in from the emails or the site. 
That will change with the DVDs we are bringing out, as we 
will soon have our own products. 
  
But what is coming is going to be the best by far. We are 
redoing the website, and there will be all new technology 
involved. My understanding is that the site will be the most 
advanced website out there, period, and the first of a "next 
generation" of sites employing similar technology. It will 
have some amazing capabilities, and I am really looking 
forward to launching it and finally letting everyone see what 
we've been up to. We will be unleashing the power of Web 
2.0. 
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Our goal is to become the main portal for men's dating 
advice on the Internet. We will be unveiling a series of 
exciting features and functions on the site, all of which are 
being custom made. The game plan is to massively 
popularize the site to make it a fascinating place where 
people will stay for extended periods, and return often. 
  
And it's all designed to promote others' material, as we don't 
teach this stuff ourselves. We search for new and unique 
ideas, introducing new guys as well as presenting the 
superstars of the community. The new website will really 
expand our role in helping guys find the right teacher for 
them. I find that everyone responds differently to this 
material, and finding the teacher and the material that 
resonates with you is a key element to solving your issues. 
We believe we'll be providing the best road map available for 
this. 
  
I see the seduction community growing dramatically in the 
next few years. There's been a big burst of interest in this 
since the release of The Game, but I still think this is just 
the tip of the iceberg. There are millions of men out there 
who aren't yet involved and who need this information, 
which they just can't get anywhere else. 
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The 10 Biggest Mistakes Men Make With Women by 
Etienne Charland  

 

Finding a mate is one of the most fundamental aspects of 
life, but it is also a problem many people struggle with. Here 
are the ten biggest mistakes men make with women. 

Mistake #1: Pursuing Women 

Most guys will try all kind of things to get women, such as 
subtly hanging around a cute girl, walking across the bar to 
talk to a hot girl, trying to be funny and interesting enough 
to keep a girl’s attention, trying to get a girl’s phone 
number, or simply wishing to be with the girl next to them. 
The problem with all these approaches is that these men are 
pursuing women. Pursuing women mentally is as bad as 
pursuing them physically. No matter how you look at it, 
women are the ones who decide whom they let inside. They 
look for a man who walks his own path in life, who is 
centered in his own reality, and who is not thrown off-
balance around her. When you pursue a woman, you are 
being reactive to her. You are not being yourself, and that’s 
not attractive. Stop trying to get women, but instead let 
them join you in your life. 

Mistake #2: Putting Women On a Pedestal 

Most men will look at a hot girl and wish they would be 
worthy enough to be with such an incredible woman. If you 
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say things like this, you are putting girls on a pedestal. 
When you do so, you are not being yourself, and that’s not 
attractive. Some guys will even make funny negative 
comments to bring women down to their level. That might 
compensate for putting women on a pedestal, but it doesn’t 
solve the problem itself. If you view her from a social 
perspective, there is no way you can compare with her looks 
and status unless you are a millionaire or a Hollywood star. 
However, all is not perfect underneath her skin, and she is 
too often hiding all kinds of issues and insecurities behind 
her façade. If you relate to her as a human being, you have 
your authenticity, ease for life, and carefree nature to offer. 
In fact, you can be at her level before you even say a word 
by not being thrown off at all by her presence. If you are 
feeling and behaving exactly the same before, during, and 
after meeting her, you are relating to her on an equal level, 
and that’s very attractive. If you can do this, you will 
succeed. You will stand out, because it is hard for her to find 
a guy who is not being reactive to her. 

Mistake #3: Viewing Women as Sexual Objects 

With all the sexy skin shown to us everywhere by the media, 
we have been conditioned like dogs to view women as 
nothing more than sex objects. Women have also been 
conditioned to adapt to that image. When a woman walks 
around showing off her physical assets and wearing a lot of 
makeup, she has succumbed to the media’s portrayal of 
women, and also views herself as a sex object. When she 
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thinks of herself that way, it’s hard for men not to view her 
that way too. Most men simply want to have their way with 
this type of girl, and afterward won’t give her much of a 
second thought, much less want to see her again. The 
problem is, all this leads to fantasizing about women 
sexually and therefore creates a bigger disconnection 
between men and women. All this is social conditioning: it is 
not natural and does not lead to sex. Viewing women as 
purely sexual objects gets in the way of connecting with 
women because you then have an agenda and an 
attachment to the outcome. You are then trying to get 
something from her, and that is not attractive to her. Sex is 
the by-product of connecting with women. You connect with 
women by shining with your authenticity, integrity, and 
carefree nature, and by creating a safe space where she is 
free to like you or not. Once you are really connected to a 
woman and it feels like the two of you are alone in the 
world, a sexual relationship will develop on its own, and you 
won’t have to force it. 

Mistake #4: Pushing Interaction 

Most guys fail with women because they try too hard to get 
them. Even trying a little bit is too much. It would be like 
saying your girlfriend is just a little bit pregnant. Either you 
are pursuing her, trying to get her, and pushing the 
interaction, or you aren’t. When you push a conversation 
verbally or physically, women perceive the neediness behind 
it, and it repels them. When you are centered in your reality 
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and you communicate with women without expectations or 
attachments, it leaves space for the connection to happen, 
and you don’t have to push anything. If you try it and it 
doesn’t work, it’s usually because you still have 
subconscious attachments to the outcome. 

Mistake #5: Using Pick-Up Techniques 

To compensate for a lack of success, many men learn and 
use pick-up techniques. The biggest problem with these 
techniques is that they work once in a while, which makes 
men try even harder to get lucky again. Using tricks to work 
around your unattractiveness doesn’t really solve your 
unattractiveness. Even when you get lucky, it rarely leads to 
a real connection or lasting relationship, because you show a 
façade that is not really yourself. It’s just a matter of time 
before she realizes who you really are and she decides 
whether or not she likes you. What really happens is that if 
you interact with a woman and you act naturally and are not 
thrown off by her, then she will decide that she kind of likes 
you. If you play games, she will most likely see through it 
and will take one of the following actions: reject you; play 
games too and make you jump through hoops; or, rarely, 
decide she still likes you and go along. If you can 
differentiate what helps you from what hinders your success, 
you can keep your confidence and openness and let go of 
everything that comes from a state of mind of scarcity, such 
as pick-up techniques. Even if you get lucky once in a while 
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with these techniques, it is way too much work, and you 
can’t spend your whole life pursuing things. 

Mistake #6: Valuing Outward Appearances and 
Independent Women 

Many men consider women with perfect skin and toned, 
voluptuous bodies to be the best women to pursue for a 
sexual relationship because that’s what we see all the time 
in magazines. Many men also consider independent career 
women to be the best-suited mates for long-term 
relationships. If that’s the case for you, it makes you live 
with the fantasy of sex instead of really experimenting with 
it. Women have also been conditioned to adapt to those 
images by the media. That screws everything up, causing all 
sorts of problems ranging from breast cancer, to a divorce 
rate in excess of fifty percent, to the presence of more 
singles than ever in history. The truth is, women who focus 
too much on their perfect appearance do it to compensate 
for a lack of self-esteem, and they are disconnected from 
their authenticity and spontaneity. For that reason, it is hard 
to feel an emotional connection with them, and sex with 
them is usually average and mechanical. After engaging in 
intimate relations with these women, men usually dump 
them the next day, which lowers their self-esteem even 
more. As for independent career women, their sexuality is 
locked down because they are too logical and masculine. 
Relationships with them are often a power struggle and too 
often end up in divorce. For physical intimacy to be 
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satisfying and for relationships to be healthy, you need 
polarity: a very feminine and confident woman who helps 
you develop as a man. You want authenticity, integrity, a 
carefree nature, lightness, and spontaneity in a woman to 
feel one with her. Just shifting the focus of what you value 
makes a big difference in what you attract into your life: 
fantasy or reality. 

Mistake #7: Trying To Be Someone Else 

When you view a man who is very successful with women, 
you may be tempted to imitate him in order to achieve his 
success. However, he is not successful because of what he’s 
doing, but because of who he is and the way he lives his life. 
You and he have different strengths, weaknesses, and life 
paths, so your styles will be different. You can’t try to be 
yourself and try to be someone else at the same time. When 
you are acting like someone else, you repress a part of 
yourself and something feels wrong. You don’t want to be 
your weak self who fails either. There is a powerful and 
successful self deep inside you, but it is hidden behind fears, 
excuses, and social conditioning. That’s the self you want to 
get in touch with. Charisma with women is not a skill to 
learn; rather, it’s a natural ability you can uncover by 
unlearning what hides it. 

Mistake #8: Viewing Sexually Explicit Videos, 
Magazines, or Other Material 
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Another thing too many men do is watch porn instead of 
having sex. Porn conditions you to live with sex as a fantasy 
instead of sex as a reality. It also conditions you to view 
women as sexual objects and to view sex as a “big bang” 
act. Sex is the by-product of connecting with a woman, and 
it is a mind-body-soul experience in which you can 
experience full-body orgasms that sometimes last more than 
thirty seconds. The sex shown in porn movies is nothing 
compared to what sex can be. Watching porn also conditions 
you to the wrong types of women and the wrong kind of so-
called physical “intimacy” instead of valuing their authentic 
feminine nature. When you are not having sex, you are 
much better keeping your sexual energy and using it to 
move you forward in other areas of your life. The best thing 
you can do to bring sex closer to your reality is to stop 
watching porn. 

Mistake #9: Feeling Bad About Failures 

Another common mistake is to feel bad when you don’t 
attract women, when you are single, or when women reject 
you. You feel bad because you are attached to the outcome, 
which is the result of having neediness inside you. That 
neediness is not attractive and does nothing at all to help 
you. To succeed, you have to let the neediness go. When 
you walk through the world and you don’t care at all how 
women respond, that projects a totally different (and very 
attractive) vibe. When you come back alone from a bar, do 
you beat yourself up for failing, or are you smiling because 
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you had such a great time ? Feeling grateful for what you 
have and feeling good about what you don’t have yet will 
shift your reality. 

Mistake #10: Saying “This Girl is Special” 

Women want you to be the same before, during, and after 
meeting them. Sometimes you may meet a very attractive 
and nice woman, think “this girl is special,” and start 
behaving differently around her without realizing it. You then 
give her too much attention and change your plans too 
easily for her. You become responsive to her as the 
stimulus, and that’s not what she wants. She wants a man 
who remains the same around her and who doesn’t get too 
emotionally attached. Even when I could sleep with several 
women per week, I met a few “special” girls, and although I 
slept with them, things didn’t work out afterwards with any 
of them. You are the rare catch; don’t start behaving 
differently around the best women. 
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Ultimate Guide: Learn How To Score With Top Quality 
Women by David Deangelo 
 

The following is a total kick ass business plan to meet and 
score with top quality women. It comes from one of my 
favorite brothers who has been on this list for ages but has 
never contributed before because he is insanely busy with 
his life. And for those of you who have recently commented 
that those reading this list are on it because they don’t get 
laid, you are so off the mark that it isn’t funny. I purposely 
go out and seek guys who are highly successful with women 
(from anywhere I can find them, not only those on the SS 
list by a long shot) and do my best to get them on the 
subscriber list. And there are guys reading this who are 
staggeringly successful who I hope one day will do what 
“Sisonpyh” (hypnosis, backwards, by the way) has done 
here. After all, do you think that just because someone is 
successful in an area in their life that they lose interest in it? 
Does Michael Jordan still talk about basketball? You can be 
sure that, to the best of my ability, I am out looking to add 
not only those who can benefit from the advice and 
comments here, but also the superstars of this real world 
game to be a part of this list. Without further ado, here is 
one of the best manuscripts you will find anywhere on how 
to be successful with women: 
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Sisonpyh: 

*** For reasons that are obvious to some, I have to start by 
saying that this is my PERSONAL experience and my 
PERSONAL technique. It is not meant to save you or the 
world, and much of what I say may not appeal to you. If you 
don’t like it, don’t use it. It ALL works for me, IN THE REAL 
WORLD, and has been used over and over and over to get 
me laid. It all works FOR ME. You don’t need to argue with 
any of it, unless of course you’re feeling insecure. 

Onward. 

I made the decision about two and a half years ago that I 
needed to get the area of my life ‘handled’ called ‘dealing 
with women.’ So I made a decision and a commitment to 
myself and my best friend that I would do whatever it took 
to learn and ‘figure this out.’ (Read Think and Grow Rich by 
Napoleon Hill Chapter #1 for more on this mindset). 

Background: I had always had ‘girlfriends by default’ as Ross 
Jeffries calls them. they were there, and I felt lucky to have 
the opportunity to get them to be my girlfriend. But I never 
knew how to approach women that I didn’t know, and I 
could sit in a bar for three hours making eye contact with a 
woman, and never have the nerve to go talk to her. Right 
now I’m just turning 30, I’m about 5’10 160. I think I’m 
reasonably good looking, but I’ve never been the kind of guy 
that women just walk up and approach. (I say this to give 
you frame of reference in relationship to the comments in 
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this newsletter relating to looks, etc.) I’ve made myself 
more attractive by paying attention, learning, and using 
what works. 

When I made the decision to get this part of my life handled, 
I decided that instead of trying to start with an angle 
(working at a strip club, becoming famous for something, 
etc.) that I would like to learn in a way that gave me power 
to act on just my presentation etc. (I may do the angle thing 
soon, as I have my skills to the point where I like them now) 

First, I looked at myself. I asked “If I were the type of 
woman that I would like to seduce (I like super hot, very 
intelligent women), what would make me want to be with a 
man?” 

So I started reading, listening to tapes, going to seminars. 
you name it. And I started to work on my ‘presentation’ of 
myself. 

I now think that it’s important to get EVERY POSSIBLE thing 
going for you that you can. 

If you have fucked up teeth, that doesn’t prevent you from 
dressing well. for instance. So don’t let it. Get a cool hair 
style. Buy nice clothes (don’t tell me that you don’t have the 
$$$. get on eBay, go to the Nordstrom Rack and look at the 
clearance items. I did it to begin with.) If you will do just a 
few key things, they won’t necessarily HELP you get laid, but 
they’ll get rid of things that are PREVENTING you from 
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getting laid now that you don’t even realize. Make no 
mistake about it. if you’re interested in the hottest women, 
you’d better realize right now that these things make a 
difference. You don’t have to work out 10x a week, but get 
your body in at least OK shape. You don’t have to have 
perfect teeth, but make sure that they’re clean and that 
your breath is great. Learn what nice shoes are, and how to 
keep them nice. Figure out how colors and clothing go 
together and what is cool. It’s worth it. I wasn’t ‘cool’ when I 
started, now I’ve learned how to be. Huge difference. (Am I 
saying that you can’t get laid if you wear Nike’s and have 
fucked up hair? No. But remember, a blind pig can find an 
occasional truffle.) 

Here’s my mindset: Keep improving all the time, even if it’s 
the SMALLEST DETAIL. (I noticed recently that at least once 
every time I go out, a girl will ask me for a light. I always 
just said “I don’t smoke” or “No” and left it at that. Couple 
weeks ago I said “Ah-Ha” and I went to the lighter store 
SPECIFICALLY to find the coolest lighter that anyone has 
invented. I bought this trick torch lighter that makes a huge 
flame. looks like a welding flame. So what do you think 
happened the first time I went out with it? Right. got asked 
for a light. and fucking freaked the chick out. Nice.) 

I intuitively knew that there were certain major steps to a 
‘seduction,’ if you will. This is how my mind naturally thinks. 
 
I’ve now broken these down in my mind to: 
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1)THE INITIAL APPROACH 

2) MAKING THEM TOTALLY FASCINATED WITH ME 

3 )GETTING THEIR PHONE NUMBER OR EMAIL ADDRESS 

4) GETTING THE FIRST MEETING 

5) GETTING THEM TO MY HOUSE AND CLOSING THE DEAL 

Underpinning all of these is my self image, confidence, 
personality, and all of that other intangible bullshit that 
takes a bit to get under control. so let me address how I got 
that together before I talk about what I do specifically. (By 
the way. this is the most important part of what I’m writing 
right now. All the rest has flowed from my attitude and 
confidence. not the other way around. So if you read nothing 
else, read this. not the other parts.) 

I’ve been studying NLP and hypnosis for years. since before 
it was cool. because I have always been fascinated by how 
people work. So I began by creating self image exercises 
based on NLP and Timeline therapy, and doing them all the 
time. (Read Frogs Into Princes by Bandler and Grinder and 
The Secret of Creating Your Future By Tad James) I also 
started keeping a personal journal of everything that I was 
learning and doing, so I could reflect on it. And MOST 
IMPORTANTLY I found and started to hang around with guys 
that GOT LAID LIKE CHARLIE SHEEN. This was the biggie. I 
owe much of my success to the guys who showed me in the 
real world what they did to get laid. It wasn’t the books and 
the people selling tapes and seminars. It was the real world 
guys that were getting laid. What I do now resembles 
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nothing that I’ve really read in a book or learned from a 
guru (With one or two exceptions that I’ll share later). So 
the BEST advice I can give you is to find about 5 guys in 
your area that know what the fuck they’re doing, and say 
“Hey, I really want to get this part of my life handled. can I 
take you to dinner (no kissing) and pick your brain man?” Be 
humble and cool, and you’ll make some friends. Like I said, 
find about 5 different guys so you can get different 
perspectives and see how it all fits together. By the way, go 
read the chapter in Think and Grow Rich about the 
Mastermind as well. IF YOU DO NOTHING ELSE, DO THIS 
ONE THING. IT WILL MAKE THE DIFFERENCE. If you DON’T 
do this part, shut your mouth, and keep your learning cap 
on, you’ll be one of the guys that writes to Cliff saying “Well, 
when Mystery had this chick that said “I really love it when a 
man just sweeps me off my feet” why didn’t he use the 
skydiving suckerfish pattern instead of kissing her?” 

Those of you that know what I’m talking about say Amen, 
please. (I had to say that for us) 

I decided recently to start studying comedy, as I’ve found 
that women respond to it better than any other thing in the 
whole goddamn entire universe. So I did a bunch of reading 
on the internet to find the best books, and I bought about 5 
or 6 of them. One book that I’m reading right now called 
“Comedy Writing Secrets” by Helitzer made a great point… 
He said that most of being funny is the CHARACTER and not 
the jokes. Most of the guys that I meet who want to learn to 
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get laid are working on the jokes. I did it for about two years 
myself. Tried to learn all the patterns and all the lines and all 
the bullshit. It finally dawned on me that women were not 
really that concerned with all of that. they wanted a 
particular CHARACTER. The lines didn’t much matter, as long 
as they fit in with the character. Now that I have created 
this CHARACTER for women, things are all different. Women 
now call me. They pursue me. They want to be around me. 
It’s fucking strange and magical and weird. 

So what’s the character that they want? Good question. 

I have a good friend who’s the best I’ve ever seen at picking 
up women in bars and having sex with them that night. 
Now, I do better getting numbers and closing the deal later. 
But this guy just kicks ass. And his whole mindset towards 
meeting women is to be “Cocky and funny” (his words). My 
opinion is that women are turned off by arrogant men. 
UNLESS. they’re DAMN FUNNY. This magic combination will 
attract women like this list attracts guys who don’t get laid. 
I’m following in my buddy’s footsteps. 

I’ll try to summarize my character for you: “I know that this 
chick is secretly trying to pick up on me. I’m going to play 
hard to get, make fun of her, be indifferent towards her, and 
generally bust her balls as much as possible. I know that she 
loves a guy that is so sarcastic that it makes her nervous, so 
I’m going to really keep the heat on. and when she starts to 
show any interest at all on the outside, I’m going to blow 
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her off and make her prove to me that she wants me. so I 
can reject her again.” 

I do crazy shit like if I’m standing next to a girl at a bar, I’ll 
turn to her and say in a completely serious voice “Will you 
PLEASE stop touching me?” And then look them right in the 
eye. 

Or say “What are you doing at a bar for godsakes? Can’t you 
find a nice normal guy? Or are you desperate?” All with a 
completely straight face. 

I say things that make them actually think that I’m serious, 
but leave a shadow of a doubt. 

Here’s what I’m looking for: If they respond in an insecure 
way and say “Oh, I’m sorry. I didn’t know that I was 
touching you” I’ll keep it going. and say “Well, you did. And 
if you’re going to keep doing it, I’d appreciate it if you’d 
touch a little higher.” They crack up. 

If they shoot something funny back like “Well, touchy 
touchy” and they know that I’m kidding, I just stay in 
character and say “Yes, I don’t like being touched. So keep a 
foot or so between us please” and keep it going. 

And yes, sometimes (not often) I’ll meet a bitch and she’ll 
get uptight. I just walk away. 

If you’re going to do this, you have to remember to keep it 
going for the entire time. don’t turn into a dumb ass at the 
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first sign of her liking you. I keep up this shit until a chick is 
in my bed and naked. asking me to have sex with her. and I 
say “No, I don’t think so. You don’t sound like you really 
mean it.” I’m not kidding. At all. 

OK, so get out there and learn to be cocky and funny. By the 
way, read ‘Body Language’ by Julius Fast, Chapter 7. about 
Mike. I’ve read that chapter about 50 times. You may not 
get it at first, but keep fucking reading it until you do. The 
more you learn, the more you’ll get it. Also, read ‘The 
Rules’. yea, the one for chicks. Do that stuff. it works. end 
all conversations first, etc. Also, read ‘How to Make Love to 
a Woman’ by Morganstern. Good stuff in there too. And 
learn how to be funny. do whatever you have to do. It’s the 
magic ingredient to add to your cockiness that sets the 
mixture ablaze. 

One more quick thing on chicks. I’ve learned that some 
women don’t really respond well to having their balls busted. 
These women are usually not as intelligent, and like to think 
that they ‘deserve to be treated better.’ Interesting 
combination. If you have one of these on your hands, you 
can go ahead and treat her well, but you’re going to find 
sooner or later that MOST LIKELY (not always) she’s going 
to be a pain in the ass and try to own you. anyway. 

Now let’s talk about the mechanics of what I do (and what 
some of my friends who are get laid kings do). 
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1) THE INITIAL APPROACH 

This one is simple. I’ve tried every goddamn fucking thing 
that I’ve ever heard. and a few have worked for me. Here 
they are. 

If I’m in an environment that has a lot of people, and I’m 
with a friend, I like to start by asking a woman for her 
‘opinion’ on something. Here’s how it happens. first of all, I 
keep my eyes open for current affairs and interesting trivia 
that involves gender differences and tension. This makes for 
amazing conversation openers with hot intelligent women. 

My latest favorite: “Hey, let me ask you a question. My 
friend and I were talking about something, and I think we 
need a female perspective.” (This is a killer, by the way. It’s 
taken me a long time to figure this one out. but it kicks ass). 
Then I say “I was just looking on the internet. and do you 
know that the average woman in America is 5′ 4″, weighs 
150 pounds, and wears a size 14?” Ohhhhhhhhhh DAMMIT I 
LOVE THIS ONE! 

They usually grab the ball and take off into the conversation 
with just that. 

Others include “Do you think that men understand what 
women really want and need?” and “What do you think of 
this new trend of women wanting to pay their own way. and 
the Charlie’s Angel’s theme song that sings about this as 
almost a stuck up thing to do?” 
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You with me here? 

After starting a conversation, get into Mr. Cocky and Funny 
mode, and you’ll do some good work. 

If I’m alone, and the chick is alone/with friends I usually 
start with a compliment opener. depending on the situation. 
And I always try to tie it into the situation, so it doesn’t 
sound canned. Women that I run into can smell canned 
openers. I think that they’re getting popular again or 
something. because women can sense them like a dog 
senses kitties. 

I might say “Excuse me. I noticed you when I walked in, and 
I had to take a second to find out what you were like.” or 
something equally plausible sounding. 

What I’ve realized is. if you’re going to approach a woman, 
what you say doesn’t much matter as much as HOW you say 
it (remember the character thing?). 

  
2) MAKING THEM TOTALLY FASCINATED WITH ME 

  

I’ve really explained how I make them fascinated with me 
above. by being cocky and funny at the same time. and 
busting their balls thoroughly. 
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But another important distinction that I’ve made is to never 
be too happy. Women are intrigued when you stay very 
calm, almost unaffected. The real hotties are used to having 
men get nervous when talking to them, and they can sense 
that you’re different when you stay very cool, and calmly 
talk to them. NEVER let them sense that you’re interested. 
(By the way, all these rules are different if you’re trying to 
get married. this stuff is for getting LAID) 
 
3) GETTING THEIR NUMBER 

I’ve now stopped going for numbers. instead I get email 
addresses. Let me explain. I perfected the art of getting 
phone numbers a couple of years ago. If a woman is single, 
I can walk up to her and get her number in under 90 
seconds. I found out later, after working like a mad scientist 
on this that numbers don’t = Laid. Can I have an Amen 
again, my brothers who know what I’m talking about? 

OK, so here’s what I do now. 

After I’ve talked to a chick for about 3 or 4 minutes, I’ll 
often say something like “Well, it was nice meeting you. I’m 
going to get back to my friends.” They usually don’t know 
what to do, as they’re used to guys clinging. Then, just as 
I’m turning to walk away. and we kind of disconnect. I turn 
back and say “Do you have email?” 

If they say yes, I take out a pen and paper and have them 
write it down. (This is great, as I just treat the ‘yes’ that 
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they give me as a yes to get it from them as well. And 
they’ve ALL gone along with it so far) Then I say “Write your 
number down there too.” I won’t go into all of it, but this 
move is a powerhouse. When you ask for email, it’s very low 
risk for them. so they think “Fine, I’ll do that”. and then 
when they’re already writing, I get the phone number too. 
which is more natural. 

If they say “no”, and that they don’t have email, then I bust 
their balls and say “Well, do you have electricity?” Then I 
say “Well, OK then. I like email better, but I’ll take your 
regular phone number. it’s so damn hard to reach people on 
the phone these days.” I hope you get what just happened. 
OK, then, as they’re writing I say “Is this a number that you 
actually answer?” If not, then I say “Look, write your real 
number down. it’s going to be OK, I’ll only call you nine 
times a day.” They laugh, and give me their real number. 
 
4) GETTING THE FIRST MEETING 

Mystery just wrote some genius level stuff about this 
recently, which really has me thinking. but here’s what I’ve 
used so far. 

First of all, my mindset. I have decided that I need about 
20-30 minutes to get to know a woman before I decide that 
I’d like to spend enough time with her to get laid. I actually 
like women who I enjoy, and who I’d enjoy seeing for more 
than just one bang session. So I like to meet them for a cup 
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of tea and talk for a bit, or even let that lead to a bite to eat 
sometimes. So my mindset is that I’M THERE TO QUALIFY 
THEM. Not the other way around. They pick this up, and 
respond accordingly. 

Riker says that there are two roads that you can go down. 
The road of ‘Friends leading to a long term relationship’ or 
the road of ‘Banging your brains out.’ 

This is true. Women see men that they get involved with as 
either long term material or fuck material. You want to be 
#2. If you like her, you can always switch to #1 later. Trust 
me. If you get on road #1, you’re going to spend a lot of 
time and $$$ and most likely never wind up with anything to 
show for it other than a curious dry feeling just below your 
abdomen. 

Also, I used to be very touchy feely with women. I’d 
massage their hands, and touch them a lot, etc. leading to 
kissing etc. 

I’ve now learned that if I lean back and kind of almost don’t 
touch them at all on purpose, it creates this tension, so that 
when I do actually touch them, they respond powerfully. 
Milton Erickson calls this ‘Building Response Potential.’ 

Onward. 

So here’s what I do once I have the email and/or phone 
number. 
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First of all, I really do like email better. I get probably 4 out 
of 5 women that I email to email me back, as opposed to 
maybe 1 out of 2 or 3 calls returned the first time. 

I write and say “Hey, it was nice meeting you last night. 
what are you up to this week? Would you like to join me for 
a cup of something wonderful and some stimulating 
conversation? Talk to me.” 

If they don’t answer that one, I write back a couple of days 
later “What, playing hard to get already? Nice. Talk to me.” 

I get most of them emailing me back by this point. 

When they do, I say “What’s your # and when’s a good time 
to reach you?” 

Now, here’s why I do this. Duh! When I email them, for 
some reason they feel like we’re friends because we’ve 
emailed back and forth. don’t ask me to explain it. it’s 
fucking taken me two and a half years to figure it out. 

They also return your calls after you’ve emailed them a 
couple of times. again, don’t ask me why. some freaky chick 
thing. 

OK. so, now I’m on the phone with them. I want to get 
together with them for about 30 minutes and see what 
they’re like as a person, and decide if they’re someone that 
I’d like to know better. 
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I’ll say “Well, let’s see. what’s your schedule for the next few 
days? (I chose a time.) Why don’t we get together tomorrow 
at about four. Do you know where the blah blah blah coffee 
shop is? Great. if we get along, then maybe we can go for a 
bite to eat. but you know, coffee is a safe bet. this way if 
you’re scary in person, I can say “Oh, hey. um. I just 
remembered that I have to go floss my cat. it’s really 
important.” and then we can call it a night.” 

This makes them laugh, but it also gets them thinking “Who 
the hell is this guy to be qualifying Me?” which is perfect. 
Next, I tell them that the coffee place is close to my house, 
and why don’t they just meet me at my place, ring the bell, 
and I’ll come out and we can go. this way if she’s a few 
minutes early or late, I don’t have to be waiting (got this 
from Riker, the fucking genius that he is) Then I say “Now, 
let me ask you this. what are the chances that you’re going 
to not show up tomorrow? Because one of my pet peeves is 
people that are late or flaky. I can deal with a lot of things, 
but I’m always on time and where I say I’m going to be, and 
I never have an excuse or don’t show up. so I just wanted to 
make sure. because if there’s one thing that could end our 
friendship before it starts, it’s flakiness.” This sets the right 
tone for flaking, as you can see. 

***HERE COMES THE KILLER! 
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Next, when we’re getting ready to hang up, I say something 
like “Great, it’s going to be nice to get to know you better. 
And if nothing else, we can just be FRIENDS.” 

It’s taken me and a good friend of mine a long time to get 
this piece. From here on out, I constantly drop hints about 
just ‘being friends’ and how I really ‘like her as a friend’ and 
how ‘it’s nice to meet someone that I like as a friend.’ 

Hear me on this one. this fucks them up soooooo hard that 
they literally don’t know what to do. This is most likely the 
first time IN THEIR ENTIRE LIFE that this has happened to 
them. And it continually triggers their insecurity and makes 
them wonder why they’re not attractive enough to you. It 
also disarms them completely. (You have to really have the 
mindset that you are qualifying them, and that they’re going 
to be your friend for this to work.) 

 
5) GETTING THEM TO MY HOUSE AND CLOSING THE 
DEAL 

When they come over to meet me, of course I just happen 
to need to go put my shoes on, or a belt on, or get my coat 
or whatever. so they come inside and have to wait for a 
minute. This way they’re already comfortable in my house. 
(Thanks again, Riker) 

Then I walk out, and seem like I’M IN A HURRY TO LEAVE. 
Most guys would try to get them to stay and get cozy with 
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them. I want them to think that I’m not interested, and that 
I want some coffee. Total indifference. 

At coffee, I’m just sitting and being my funny cocky self, 
making jokes, and in general leaning back and making 
‘friends.’ 

I used to analyze handwriting, do palmistry, do hand 
massages, and touch them. do patterns, whatever. Not 
anymore. Now I’m just sitting there ACTING LIKE WE’RE 
BEST FRIENDS. When you act like a they’re a best friend, 
they will rapidly get comfortable with you. I make fun of 
people, whatever. I just totally lean back and relax. I’m cool 
and relaxed, but at the same time making comments about 
how we’re going to be friends, etc. I’ve learned never to 
compliment a hot woman on her looks, period. I still fuck up 
and forget, and I’m always reminded why I don’t do it. I try 
to find one thing that she’s insecure about, and talk to her 
about it like ‘a friend’. no overly critical, but not saying ‘no, 
you shouldn’t be insecure’. I just keep bringing it up, and 
even making jokes about it. 
Here are a couple of rules of thumb that I use: 

1) Never give a woman a direct answer. unless the answer is 
NO. This is a big one. If she says ‘Can we sit here?” I say 
“No, let’s sit in this one next to it” or if she says “How do 
you like my dress?” I say “Well, I think that I like it. just 
give me a few minutes to see it on you” or if she says “Call 
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me tomorrow” I say “No. You call me tomorrow. cummon, 
you want me and you know it” Get it? 

2) If she complains about you or doesn’t like something, 
turn it up a notch and do it more. If she says to me “I don’t 
really like it when you say that” I say “Well then you might 
want to leave, because I say it a lot” Get it? 

3) Women are CONSTANTLY testing to see if they can get 
you to comply with them, and as soon as you do, they hit 
the road (or marry you). This took me years to see and 
understand, but the fact is that when you’re dealing with a 
powerful, hot woman, she will do all fucking kinds of things 
that make no sense at all logically, but all the sense in the 
world when you understand her mindset. Hot women can 
have anything they want. What they want is a challenge. 
something that keeps their interest. Here it comes. If a 
woman can have anything she wants anytime she wants it, 
then WHY THE HELL DO GUYS THINK THAT THEY’RE GOING 
TO BE INTERESTING BY DOING THE SAME THING THAT 
EVERY OTHER GUY HAS DONE? Duh. Hey, I used to think 
this way. but then I got a clue. Now, I pay very careful 
attention, and never let her have what she wants. If she 
says “Kiss me” I say “No” if she says come over to my house 
I say “I’m busy right now, I’ll come over later” if she says “I 
want you so bad, please make love to me” I say “Well, I 
think that you need to wait a little longer, and besides, I’m 
not finished kissing you” Get it? I NEVER give a woman 
exactly what she asks for. EVER! 
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4) Always send mixed signals. ALWAYS. Tell her I want to be 
friends, and kiss her. Tell her that what she just did was 
unacceptable, then go kiss her. Spank her if she does 
something nice. Also, respond differently to the same thing. 
For example, one time if she comes over and sits on my lap, 
I kiss her. Another time I push her off. get it? Never be 
predictable. NEVER. 

OK, so we’re on the way home from coffee (because I said 
“OK, let’s go.”) and we’re back at my house. Here’s one that 
I love. if it’s at night, look at your watch and say “Well, I 
have to get up in the morning. but. OK, you can come in for 
a few minutes.” 

Fuck that’s great. You’re talking to her like she’s trying to 
convince you to let her in, and she hasn’t said anything! 
Nice. 

Then I just walk in and let her follow. (By the way, just for 
the record, I always open doors for women, walk on the 
outside of the curb, and pull chairs out etc.) If you act 
chivalrous and bust her balls at the same time, you’ll be 
rewarded with good things from Santa. 

So now we’re in the house. and I take her for a tour. and 
either sit down on my bed to talk to her, or on the couch. 
wherever we kind of wind up. And I just kind of get a little 
quieter and let her talk while I look at her. I lean away from 
her and keep looking. sometimes looking away as if I’m 
thinking about something. 
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Then, I reach over and start stroking her hair while she’s 
talking. I stroke down at the bottom first. If she’s OK with 
this, I take it as a sign that she’s WAAYYYYY into me and is 
probably going to be wanting sex within 60 minutes (if you 
have any doubts, ask a woman if she’ll let a guy stroke her 
hair while she’s on his bed on the first date if she’s not into 
him). 

This is a big piece of the puzzle that I’ve figured out. I used 
to do all kinds of massages and other stuff, but I now use 
the simple hair stroke test. If they like their hair stroked, 
they are at VERY LEAST going to be making out with me in 
short order, period. I’ll occasionally do a hand massage 
here, or a little neck massage, but next I pull her close to 
me and cuddle with her. and then land the killer. 

I have personally always liked the way women smell. so 
when she’s laying next to me with me stroking her hair, I 
begin to smell her shoulders. just a little at first, and then 
more and more. while stroking her hair. Within about 5 or 
10 minutes, I’m smelling her neck and ears. no kissing, and 
no groping at all. Never! I’m just smelling, then leaning back 
and acting like I’m completely enjoying the smelling, and it’s 
relaxing me. Try this, my friends. if you can keep on 
smelling. she’ll get so turned on that you won’t believe it! At 
some point she’ll try to kiss me. which is what I’m waiting 
for. I will let her lips get close to mine. even touch just a 
teensy bit. and then I’ll back away. And keep smelling. I 
might say “Oh, you’re kind of forward” . love it. After a few 
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of these, I’ll kiss her. and run my hands through her hair. 
the whole romantic kiss thing. then, again, I’ll stop. I 
personally like it when a woman is pleading with me to make 
love to her. which I can do almost every time (Please don’t 
take this as bragging, which it surely is. but I’m serious. It’s 
damn fun.) 

Then, when it’s over, I don’t call them. 

And yes, they always call me. 

Nice. 

I’m too busy right now to really answer questions, so please 
don’t dissect this and ask me a million, because you won’t 
hear from me again for awhile. thanks. 

Well, this is my contribution after reading for years. I hope it 
helps. 

Thank you to all the guys that I’ve learned from. Rick, 
Steve, , Eric, Riker, Bish. you guys have made a huge 
difference in my life. Again, it’s what works for me, and YOU 
have to find what works for YOU. I think that if you commit 
to getting it handled, and keep learning and improving 
yourself. and find some kick ass guys to learn from, you can 
find your own style and your own success. To all the guys 
that are busy finding reasons why a certain type of girl won’t 
like you, that’s bullshit. It only exists if you believe that it 
does. You can have any fucking thing you want in your life. 
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if you’re willing to figure out how to get it, and you’re willing 
to work hard, kick ass, and pay the price. Everything else is 
bullshit. 
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Strategies For Successful Phone and Text Seduction. 
By Mr.M 
 
 
Mr. M:Text game is a crucial part of your seduction toolbox. 
 
Almost all of the psychological tools that are used in real life 
seduction can be used in phone and text game (besides sex, 
of course.) For example, attraction, comfort, and even 
sexual escalation can be achieved by using your phone 
effectively. 
 
The objective of phone and text game should be: 
 
1.To arrange a meeting (a date) and ... 2.To create the 
requisite amount of attraction / comfort / sexual tension so 
that the date goes well (i.e. hopefully leads to sex.) 
Here are some of the basic principles of text game ... in 
particular: 
 
1.The things you can and should do once you get her phone 
number. 2.Some guidance on your first texts to her. 
 
Seeding the Text 
 
Braddock and I have a technique we refer to as “seeding the 
text.” Basically what it means is that you prepare her for the 
first text somehow. So for example, immediately after 
getting her phone number, you could say something to her 
like: 
 
“Text me when you get home,” or 
“I’ll text you my first impression of you.” 
 
A mega-effective technique you should use is also to call her 
the minute you get her phone number and create a fun role-
play. 
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 For example, you could say something like, “Hi, this is [your 
name]. I met this really cute girl at the bar tonight but then 
I started talking to her and found out that she is kind of 
weird and stalkerish.  
 
I’m calling because I need advice as to how to get rid of bar 
stalkers.” 
 
Another example is to say something like, “I’ll get my 
secretary to call your secretary,” and then to send a follow-
up text saying something like, “Hey this is Candy, [your 
name]’s hot, busty assistant. Is 7:30 tomorrow OK ? ;)”. 
 
Finally, an interesting gambit that I have heard about is to 
use a pen and paper and to say something like, “Draw a 
picture of yourself so I can remember what you look like” 
while you get her number (credit Kid44.) You can then tease 
her about her diagram. 
 
Immediate Follow Up Text 
 
A follow up text is when you text her within 0-10 minutes of 
meeting her. Follow up texts (or phone calls, as above) are 
an ideal way to: 
 
1.Get her used to the idea of texting you. 2.Contact her later 
that night for the same night lay. 
 
Ideally, a follow-up text shouldn’t include a question so it 
doesn’t require much compliance from her. These types of 
low compliance texts are most useful when the girl doesn’t 
have your number yet. 
 
As a side note, it is generally a Golden Rule that she should 
have your number in her phone too. Don’t just take her 
number, put yours into her phone. Often, you can put your 
name as something funny, like “Cute Oklahoma Boy With 
Nice Ass” or something more specific to you. That way, she 
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laughs and is in a better emotional state as soon as she gets 
a text from you. 
 
The best types of follow up text are those which involve 
callback humor (i.e. relate to something that was said in the 
actual interaction between you and her). 
 
 Here are examples of some follow-up texts that tend to 
work well: 
 
“How’s my favorite little brat doing ?” 
“It’s me, your phone. I wanted to get out of your pocket. 
The smell in there is unbearable. Take care.” 
 
When Is The Best Time To Text ? 
 
Selecting a good time to text is key for two reasons. The 
first reason is what it says about you ! Cool, high value guys 
have busy lives. You go out often and you have a fun and 
exciting life. So the time that you text is crucial as it should 
indicate that you have an awesome busy life and you’re not 
just thinking about the girl you met in the bar the other day. 
You should generally avoid texting a girl on a Friday night 
unless there was some indication earlier during the day (or 
through the course of your interaction, whenever it was) 
that you may meet up during the night. 
 
Consider it this way. Hot girls always have something going 
on. If they’re hot then guys and girls are going to be calling 
them and inviting them out all the time. Thus if you don’t 
catch them at the right time they may not respond to your 
text. For example, they may have received a text and just 
not replied in that moment because they are busy doing 
something else. They would then likely forget to reply 
altogether. 

Therefore, the best time to text is when she’s alone in her 
room or relaxing. The most likely times that this will be 
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happening are: 

7pm Sunday. There is a good chance she’ll be alone on a 
Sunday evening. 9pm any other day. Usually this is the 
period just after dinner but before she goes to sleep. If you 
have to text during the day, then 12 pm to 2 pm is ideal 
(lunchtime !) 

Texting at 7pm and 9pm also has an added advantage. 
These times lead to bedtime. If you are the last person that 
she thinks about before she goes to sleep and thus, likely 
the first person she thinks about when she wakes up, you 
will resonate in her subconscious mind (beware, she may 
also resonate in yours !) 

How long should you wait before you text ? If it was a direct 
day approach then text that same day or the day after at 
the latest. Alternatively, if you met her during the night 
time, a text the next day may be more appropriate (unless 
you want to employ the immediate follow up text or phone 
call as described above.) 

This needs to be calibrated depending on your interaction. 

Opening Texts 
 
Your opening text should be congruent with your interaction 
and the image you portrayed. In general, it’s good to have a 
fun, playful tone with your texts. 
 
Here are examples of easy going and fun texts that you can 
use: 
 
“What’s up, poster girl ?” 
 
“Hey goober / shrimp / whatever fits, I just saw the cutest 
little X and thought of you.” 
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“You wouldn’t believe the dream I had last night.” 
 
“I just met your twin” 
 
Remember that the point of the opening text is to either 
bring her good emotions, make her smile, laugh or be 
intrigued and then compel her to write back. Most guys are 
too serious with their opening text and get to the invite to 
the date way too fast. The emphasis should be on being 
playful and fun and building or rebuilding the levels of 
comfort and attraction. 
 
Situational Opening Texts: A Good Strategy For 
Subsequent Text Exchanges 
 
Situational opening texts are a good strategy for the second 
to third times that you initiate text contact with her. They 
can work well to get a conversation going, but you 
eventually need to transition them into your desired 
objective (which should generally be a date or meet up.) 
 
Here are examples of situational opening texts: 
 
“If nose hairs were a sign of masculinity, the guy opposite 
me would be the hulk.” 
“Maybe it’s the booze talking, but I want you to know that I 
love booze.” 
These are best used when you have something fun lined up 
with friends already and then you can invite her out as part 
of the conversation. 
 
The Structure of Messages For Setting Up a Date 
If the interaction between you and her went particularly 
well, you may want to go directly for a date on your first 
text message. If this is the case, you can employ a certain 
structure (credit DaHunter): 
 
Open with the Nickname: The purpose of the nickname is to 
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set a fun and playful tonality to the text message. 

Reason for Text / Response to Their Text: This is to “ground” 
the text. You’re not just texting her out of the blue. 

Suggested Course of Action / Genuine Question: This is what 
most guys text. They simply text stuff like “We should hang 
out.” This will cause her to react because she will basically 
be saying “yes” to you asking her out. It will cause her to 
feel some small level of discomfort and she will feel like 
she’s on the spot. 

Random Statement to Disguise Weight of Previous 
Sentence: This is the key to disarming her. Put in something 
that is random that distracts her so she can have fun with 
her reply while still saying yes. 

As an example: 

Nickname 

Hey cutie / shorty / rabbit / whatever name you called 
her.  Reason for Text / Response to Their Text 

I was thinking / What you doing?   Suggested Course of 
Action / Genuine Question 

You know we should really hit [that place you spoke about in 
your interaction] / Have you ever been to a daytime 
nightclub? / I’m busy Thursday and Friday but we should 
grab a drink on Wednesday.   Random Statement to 
Disguise Weight of Previous Sentence 

P.S. Do you like Dave Matthews Band ? / P.S. what’s your 
view on Marshmallows? / Ever wondered who would win in a 
contest between a rabbit and a smurf? / More importantly, 
do you have a geeky side? 
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The principle is that by reading the last line of your text (the 
random / funny / intriguing statement) she’ll smile, laugh or 
at the least be interested in your text, and then reply to 
your text. 
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11 Types Of Female Orgasm by Alex May 
 

Did you know that women can experience many different 
types of orgasm ? How would it feel to be such a good lover 
that you know more about her body than she does ? 

Interesting question: how much do the vast majority of 
women know about this exciting subject ? Not much at all, 
let me tell you. And I had hundreds of women answering 
this question. Later, I was teaching those women things 
about their bodies they never knew. And everyone was very 
happy afterwards ! 

I don’t even talk about asking men this question. As a man, 
you are lucky if you know that women can have an orgasm 
at all. But, of course, there are a few men around who know 
a lot about this. How do I know ? I learned from them. The 
rest of male population is predominantly ignorant, and feel 
quite OK about it. 

What’s the origin of this problem ? The answer is simple, yet 
unexpected at the same time: there is strong fear of female 
sexuality in our society. But I digress. Let’s get back to the 
subject. 

Note to women: 

Most women only know two of the types of orgasm their 
bodies are capable of. (Whether or not they have actually 
experienced them is another question). And this is taking 
place in the post-Feminist world, ladies. Looks like you were 
cheated. 

I shall tell you how this happened: you took back many of 
your rights, and this was great. Nevertheless, you mixed 
liberation with good portion of hostility. 
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Metrosexuality has become a fashionable word. But in fact, 
there are very few men around to teach women about the 
wonder called the female body. Ripping off men’s 
masculinity has been a great success … it’s good for the 
economy, but women are missing quite a lot. 

Note to men: 

So few men are good lovers. Ask any woman and she will 
confirm this. Becoming a Sex Master starts from knowing 
exactly how to satisfy her. This includes precise knowledge 
of how to give her an orgasm. And this requires going a bit 
deeper and finding out what types of orgasms there are. 

Let’s add some love and knowledge to the world of 
relationships and sexuality. Love dissolves fear. Knowledge 
dissolves ignorance. 

Let’s begin with one orgasm you most probably know: 
 
1. The Clitoral Orgasm: 

This orgasm is the result of clitoral stimulation. Intensely 
pleasurable feelings start within the clitoris and send waves 
of pleasure throughout the body. 

The clitoris is the most senstive area of the female body, 
being one of the most nerve rich. If you are a guy, imagine 
all the nerve endings in the penis poured into an area as 
small as a pea. 

The clitoris is so important to receiving pleasure that sexual 
arousal is always felt there on some level. That is why the 
clitoris is so responsive to certain kinds of touch. 

However, it’s not the same for everyone. Its sensitivity 
varies greatly from woman to woman. Some women may 
prefer a light touch. Others may require much stronger 
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stimulation. For some women, it’s so sensitive that touching 
the clitoral glans directly is often uncomfortable or irritating. 

After an orgasm, the clit may become extremely sensitive, 
to the point of being painful. As a good lover, you should 
know that, and give your woman a few minutes of rest. 

This kind of female orgasm can be given: 

Orally. My advice to those women who complain that their 
partners have no idea of how to give it: “Lady, let your 
partner do it for you, but guide him as you would guide a 
blind man driving a bus on a busy street.” 

With a hand. Always use her own natural lubrication or a 
water-based lube. 

With sex toys. Use lubrication here too ! 

How does this orgasm feel to a woman ? 

A clitoral orgasm can be very intense, but many women 
describe it as “less deep” than others. Nevertheless, it is 
extremely pleasurable, and good clitoral stimulation adds a 
lot to your sex life. 
 
2. The Vaginal Orgasm: 

This kind of female orgasm begins in the vagina and either 
stays focused in the pelvic and lower stomach areas, or 
spreads from there. The uterus, pelvic muscles, and even 
anus may begin to contract. Those contractions are quite 
strong, and may actually push out anything that was 
stimulating the vagina. 

  

This kind of orgasm takes longer to achieve, and rhythmic 
thrusting is often the best way to get there. A good lover will 
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communicate with his woman and find out the best position 
for her to reach it. 

A Sex Master will take care not to ejaculate too quickly. The 
golden rule here is, “Ladies always come first.” 

How does this kind of orgasm feel to a woman? 

Many women describe it as “less intense” than a clitoral 
orgasm, but more deeply felt. They feel it as a pressure that 
slowly grows and explodes deep inside the vagina. This, of 
course, varies greatly from person to person. 
 
3. The G-Spot Orgasm 

This orgasm begins in the G-Spot, and may stay there while 
climaxing, or it may powerfully explode through the whole 
body. 

How does it happen ? 

During sexual arousal, the tissue surrounding the urethra 
becomes engorged with blood and the Paraurethral / Skenes 
glands produce and fill with prostatic fluid. This area on the 
front wall of the vagina becomes that same mysterious and 
sensitive spot … the G-Spot. In fact, this process is very 
similar to male arousal. As a result, the urethral sponge 
becomes “erect,” and if you touch it, it feels firm. In other 
words, this is a kind of female hard-on. 

The only difference is that it all happens inside a woman’s 
vagina. 

How to reach it: 

There are different ways of stimulating the G-Spot. 
Rhythmic pushing or circular friction movements are the 
best for achieving this kind of orgasm. I use a lot of special 
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Tantric sensual massage techniques for stimulating this area 
of woman’s body. 

This orgasm may also lead to female ejaculation (see the 
next section on squirting). 

How does this kind of female orgasm feel to a woman? 

This kind of female orgasm takes some time to build. Many 
women describe it as a very special, deeply sensual 
pleasure, which builds until their whole lower stomach and 
pelvic area explodes. Often, they are carried away for quite 
some time by the powerful wave of euphoric energy, and 
don’t even realize where they are and what is going on 
around them. I am serious. I see it happening all the time. 

  
4. Squirting Orgasm (Female Ejaculation) 
 
This kind of female orgasm is so profound that it deserves a 
separate book of its own. 

  

In short, this powerful orgasm is achieved by using ancient 
Tantric techniques. It releases negative emotions and fills a 
woman with light, euphoric energy and a feeling of 
fulfillment and peace. Squirting makes other kinds of female 
orgasm look pale in comparison. 

This kind of female orgasm builds a very deep bond between 
a woman and her partner. This is the most intimate and 
delightful thing your woman can share with you. 

Note for single women: if you don’t have a partner or just 
want to experience this kind of orgasm on your own, here is 
the good news … it is perfectly possible ! 
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5. The A–Spot Orgasm (The Anterior Fornix Orgasm) 

This kind of female orgasm is achieved by stimulation of an 
area deep in the vagina (about 7-10 cm, or 3-4”) on the 
front wall. It is the same wall where the G-Spot is situated. 
In other words, this is a patch of sensitive tissue at the inner 
front end of the vaginal tube, between the cervix and the 
bladder. 

 This kind of female orgasm can be given: 

With a hand. Use the same technique you use for 
stimulating the G-Spot, but in this case, go as deep as your 
fingers can reach. Simply said, you just try to “scoop it out” 
with your middle finger. 

Using sex toys. 

Basic missionary position, where a man is short-thrusting 
very deeply during intercourse. 

Many women find the feeling incredibly pleasurable, while 
some may not like it at all. Keep this in mind when 
experimenting. 

After an orgasm, the A-Spot does not become too sensitive, 
and you can easily continue stimulation, bringing your 
partner to new heights of pleasure. 

Again, communication is the key here, so always ask your 
partner if she is comfortable with what you are doing. 

Many women describe this orgasm as a kind of soft 
electricity bringing them to a sharp, erotic climax. A few 
women find this orgasm very similar to the G-spot, while 
some find it closer to an extremely strong vaginal orgasm. 

In any case, your lover will love the fact that you even know 
about it. 
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6. The Deep Spot Orgasm (The Posterior Fornix Orgasm) 

This kind of female orgasm is achieved by stimulating the 
area located almost all the way back in the deepest part of 
the back wall of the vagina, just before the cervix. 

Direct stimulation of the Deep Spot can cause very intense 
orgasms. Some women may feel as if they are having anal 
sex. This kind of female orgasm get responses like: “I never 
felt like this before,” or, “What are you doing ? It’s amazing 
!” This particular area is not widely known, so very few 
women have ever experienced those sensations. 

This kind of female orgasm can be given with a hand, using 
“Come Hither” motions. Use both long and short strokes, 
and you can even use two fingers if you like. 

Note: first find out what kind of feeling your partner has 
when you touch her cervix. Some women enjoy it a lot, and 
some do not like it at all. 
 
7. The U-Spot Orgasm 

This kind of female orgasm comes from the stimulation of a 
small area of sensitive erectile tissue located just above and 
on either side of the urethral opening. It is in the small area 
between the urethra and the vagina. If this region is gently 
caressed with the finger, the tongue, or the tip of the penis, 
there is a powerful erotic response. 

  

How do you treat it ? The same way you treat the clitoris. 

Almost any woman can experience all of the above listed 
female orgasms. A few more orgasms are not so common. 
They are: 
 
8. The Breast Orgasm 
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This kind of female orgasm occurs during a peak of 
stimulation to the breasts. The nipples connect to nerves in 
the female genitals, and many women feel a direct 
connection with their clitoris when their nipples are 
stimulated. 

Many women feel increased sexual excitement when their 
nipples are stimulated, but not all of them can experience 
the breast orgasm. This depends very much on how 
sensitive their nipples are. 
 
9. The Oral Orgasm 

This orgasm can be experienced by women who are very 
sensitive orally. The mouth plays a big role in the sexual 
nervous system. The mouth orgasm can take place during 
any sensual oral activity such as kissing, licking, sucking, or 
performing oral sex. 

  

Many women describe the excitement as beginning in their 
lips and then spreading from the mouth to the genitals and 
all over the body. 
 
10. The Skin Orgasm 

This orgasm can be brought about by massaging certain 
areas of female body that are not directly connected to the 
sexual nervous system. Examples include orgasms 
experienced by many women during ordinary massage 
sessions, face treatments at the cosmetologist, and so on. 

  
11. The Mental Orgasm 

This kind of female orgasm can happen during visual and 
auditory stimulation. Examples of such stimulation are 
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movies, videos, or sexual behavior exhibited in front of 
others. Women become so turned on that they can actually 
experience an orgasm from this excitement alone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


